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R I G H T END-Alvin
(Tuffy) Torvi.
“Tuffy” has distinguished himself by his ability to catch
forward passes. What he lacks in size he makes up in
grit. H e is known as a player who can take it.

LEFT END-Wayne
(Hunk) Anderson.
For real endurance as a sixty-minute man, “Hunk“ has
no rival. H e is a stone-wall on defense and a roaring lion
on offense.

R I G H T TACKLE-Clayton
(Red) Stensrud.
When “Red” tackles ’em they fall hard. A terror on defense and a menace on offense, opponents gladly make
way for him.

FULLBACK-David
(Duke) Pilkey.
“Duke” has a style of play all his own. It often baffles
the opposition as well as his teammates and the coaches.
Extreme agility characterizes his movements.

R I G H T GUARD-Bob
(Bo) McCall.
“Bo” can be depended upon for any emergency. He blocks
all and intercepts everything.

R I G H T HALFBACK-Roger
(Pug) Christgau.
A member of the famous “Pug” family, he has ably
carried on the tradition “One Pug on the field is worth
more than two Mugs.”

CENTER-Robert
(Slim) Sunderland.
“Slim” is a veteran player of no mean ability. His super’
ior size and speed make him a demon in moleskins.
LEFT GUARD-Rollis
(Rock)
“Rock“ is an important cog in
sponsible for smearing many
learned to avoid his side of the

Hillmon.
the machine and is replays. Opponents have
line.

LEFT TACKLE-Raymond
(Sonny) Dunham.
“Sonny” is a shifty, slippery player with a brilliant record for touchdowns and fall-downs. His scintillating style
of play is full of surprises.

LEFT HALFBACK-Edward
(Biff) Clark.
H e rips great holes in the defense as well as in hi
“Biff’ will go down in athletic history as one
greatest halfbacks.
QUARTERBACK-John
(Pudge) Christgau.
“Pudge” will be long remembered for his masterful call,
ing of signals. Never in the history of the sport has so
unusual a system been known. His cool signal calling in
crucial moments has often saved the day for the team
and spoiled the night for the coach.
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